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616-644-8744
tim@lieberlearning.com
ABOUT TIM
Tim has a bachelors degree in Film and
Video Production from GVSU, where he
also completed a teachable major in
Social Studies. With a strong passion for
education founded on biblical principles,
he strives to instill a lifelong love of
learning in his students. He lives in
Otsego with his wife and two kids

CLASS REQUIREMENTS
8th-12th grade
Laptop with access to
Google Classroom
More information can be
found at
www.lieberlearning.com

How the Earth works, and all the
people who have lived on it.
ABOUT THIS CLASS
When people hear the word "geography"
they often picture nothing but old maps and
charts. In reality, geography is one of the
most exciting aspects of social studies
because it encompasses so many different
areas of study, including science, geology,
history, politics, culture, and religion. In this
class, we put the maps aside and let the
wonders of creation take center stage as we
explore the earth and the people who live on
it. We will leave no rock unturned as we look
at a wide variety of cultures, places, times,
and discover how where people lived shaped
who people were. We will take a deep dive
into the history of the world to see how the
people who lived here before us shaped the
lives that we live today.
UNITS

LOGISTICS
If a student needs to drop this
class in the first two weeks,
tuition will be refunded. If the
drop occurs after the third
class, the tuition is nonrefundable. LAMP students
are required to self-pay for
any missed LAMP payments
due to a student dropping
after the third class or not
meeting LAMP requirements
during the semester.

1. Introduction to Geography
2. Physical Geography
3. Cultural Geography
4. Regional Geography/History

MATERIALS AND FEES
World Geography in Christian
Perspective - Available at
Christianbook.com ($39)
Tuition $350/yr. (Amount to submit to
LAMP)
$30 material fee.

